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Revenue Cycle Management

Whether you want to handpick
individual services that you need or
you want to get the full set of RCM,
we'll make sure that you'll get the
smoothest, most tailored-fit remote
staffing experience.

Utilize our suite of Revenue Cycle Management
services and maximize your revenue!

Eligibility and Benefits Verification
Having insurance eligibility issues?
Our real-time insurance eligibility and
benefits checking to help you breeze
through patient visits, avoid claim
denials, increase collections, and
prepare patients for the necessary
payments.

Medical Coding
Spending countless working hours
reviewing charges and codes? Let our
certified remote medical coders do it
for you. You can rest assured that the
bills accurately reflect the care given
to your patients, thereby reducing
errors and ensuring proper
reimbursement.

Charge Posting
Charge posting errors can often
complicate the way you get paid.
DrCatalyst helps you secure your
reimbursements by processing the
first step of your revenue cycle with
the highest level of accuracy and
efficiency.

Claims Service
Tired of generating and sending bulk
claims? We generate bulk electronic
claims and send them to the
applicable payer through your
integrated clearinghouse of choice.
Got claim errors? We’ll take care of
corrections and resubmission!
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Payment Posting
Get paid on time! With impeccable
attention to detail, our remote staff
record the payments and
reimbursements that your clinic
receives. They see to it that the
complete and exact payment
information are posted in your EHR.

AR Management
Spend less effort on the collecting the
money you deserve!

Revenue Reports
Have an easy way of keeping an eye
on your income!

Patient Statements
Provide your patients with a quick,
accessible, and fully electronic
payment process!

Our remote staff help you monitor your
income by providing accurate,
customizable, and timely revenue
reports.

To help you secure the necessary
payments on time, our remote team
automate your accounts receivable
management without interrupting your
standard workflow.

Through BillFlash, we can generate
electronic patient statements and
collections letters for your clinic so
that all you will have to do is mail them
to your patients.

"We have been very pleased with DrCatalyst... They
have been instrumental in implementing improvements
in our process. Their knowledge of IMS is a major
advantage for us."
Dr. Sanjeev Jain
Columbia Allergy & Asthma Clinic

Request a Free Consultation today!
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